Stockton AB 617 CSC Meeting - Chat Transcript
Nov. 4, 2020 5-7 p.m.
00:29:06

V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: I am cohosting...thanks

00:30:50

Christal Lazard - CARB: Thanks for the positive reminders!

00:31:31

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

00:32:53

V-CSC - Ed Ward:

What does V mean?

00:33:06

Kim Danko - ILG:

Hi, Ed. It means you are a VOTING member tonight

00:33:09

Kim Danko - ILG:

on the strategies :)

No Politics please :) Thank you

00:34:21
Ryan Niblock - SJCOG :Jonathan, you don’t want to talk about the South San Joaquin
Irrigation District Division 3 board member vote? Fine.
00:35:35
V - CSC Catherine Garoupa White:
I’m a bit surprised to hear we are voting when
this meeting is the first opportunity to really discuss the measures and hear from people how they ranked
them. I also want to reiterate the industry reps should not vote on measures they have a financial stake in
- It is frustrating that conflicts of interest have not been addressed.
00:35:36
the agenda?

GOV - Ann Rogan:

Didn’t realize voting was happening tonight? Must’ve missed in

00:35:39
V-R - Ned Leiba :
Where in the agenda was there disclosure of any voting; matters
for action? This does not seem correct.
00:36:04
GOV - Robyn DeGuzman - SJC Public Health:
agenda as well.
00:36:31

CSC - Cynthia Pinto-Cabrera - Alt:

00:36:36

V-R - Ned Leiba :

Yes, I missed seeing voting in the

I missed the voting in the agenda as well

There is nothing in the agenda about voting on anything?

00:36:41
V-R - Bianca Mendoza: Nowhere in the agenda was it mentioned we would be voting. I
don't feel that we are ready to vote on anything yet.
00:37:14
V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:
to vote immediately.

We are barely receiving this information. It’s going to be difficult

00:37:51

V-R - Bianca Mendoza: Thank you Noehmi! I 100% agree with you!

00:38:01

V-R - Vanessa Palomares:

00:38:27

V-R - Deby Provost:

I don't understand about the participant number.

00:38:41
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
each CERP first. No need for voting
00:40:32
flexibility.

yes I’m surprised too

We should focus on the questions the group shared for

V-R - Stacey Panyasee: I was caught off guard about voting today. I appreciate the

00:43:35
V-R - Ned Leiba :
We should not have votes without matters explicitly on the
agenda, and we should think about how to vote, e.g. rank preference voting. For me, I have not received,

despite multiple requests, information on the cost benefit per ton. So how can we vote without much
more information? Also, our first meeting was March, so with a one year deadline, it seems we should
not be in a rush to take definitive action now.
00:43:56
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
I also appreciate the flexibility. While I
understand AB 617 has tight timelines, we are in an exceptional year and CARB has indicated an
extension is feasible if necessary. Thank you for attention to a community centered process to ensure the
best outcomes.
00:44:40

Ryan Hayashi - AD:

Thank you for your feedback Catherine

00:46:22
V-R - Deby Provost:
I still don't know where to find my participant number, and what I
am supposed to do with it??? Anyone??
00:48:11

V-R - Mary Elizabeth:

I did not get in until 5:04.

00:48:12
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Yes, thanks Erica. I am on the
agenda after Ryan. :)
00:49:44

Erica Manuel - ILG:

@noehmi, please jump in after Ryan!

00:49:52
Hanna - ILG: Hi Deby! if you join zoom via your computer but use your phone to call-in
for your audio, then you need to link these two accounts by using your participant number. In the right left
corner of your screen, click in the green icon (it looks like a green shield with a check mark). In the pop up
screen, you will see your participant number)
00:50:53
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
It's also something to mention for the CERPs from
Fresno and Shafter, the VAD did have the deadline for September 2019. The VAD Board of Directors
voted on the CERP to give it over to the "Board of Directors" at CARB. For Fresno and Shafter, the CARB
board didn't even vote on their CERPs till February. Or was it March? So realistically, we shouldn't need
to rush.
00:53:35
GOV - Ann Rogan:
(Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds)?

So this 35-42M + 12M bucket of dollars are funded from GGRF

00:54:15
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
I’ve heard it suggested that if we do delay the
planning process beyond December, the funding for incentives may no longer be available. Can that be
clarified please?
00:55:54
Rogan?

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

CARB/VAD: Can we please provide clarification for Ann

00:56:24

Ryan Hayashi - AD:

Correct Ann

00:56:56

GOV - Ann Rogan:

Got it, thanks Ryan

00:58:35

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

TRUUUUE on that basketball team

00:59:56
Todd DeYoung - AD:
Catherine, the funding associated with AB617 does have
legislative deadlines to be spent, so any significant delays in adoption can compromise our ability to
spend the funding by those deadlines. But, there is not a specific deadline in December that would
jeopardize the funding. Essentially, the longer we wait, the harder it will be to spend the funds and we will
ultimately risk losing them.
01:01:00

GOV - Taylor Williams: Good, can you clarify the legislative deadlines as well please?

01:01:03

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Love these presentations. Thank you Noehmi

01:01:04
got it right!

Kyle Goff - CARB:

Catherine: from a State-level perspective I can confirm Todd's

01:01:33

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: Thanks Noehmi

01:01:44

V-CSC - Kenda Templeton:

Thank you for coming by!

01:02:04
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Thanks for clarifying. I’m not sure what you
mean by “the longer we wait, the harder it will be to spend the funding.” Can you be more specific?
01:02:09
V-R - Stacey Panyasee: Yes, thank you Noehmi! This is our community and we have a
responsibility to make Stockton better for our children and the future!
01:02:25

V-R - Vanessa Palomares:

that was awesome!

01:02:30

V-R - Bianca Mendoza: Thank you Noehmi, that was a great presentation!

01:03:17

V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: Thank you Noehmi! Great job!!

01:03:38
GOV - Albert Rivas:
Great presentation Noehmi! Always great to learn how the
important work we do with AB 617 can have a positive impact on local families and youth.
01:03:55

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

01:04:05

Hanna - ILG:

01:05:50

V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:

Thank you Noehmi!! 👏👏👏👏👏👏

Loved all the pictures! Thank you for sharing!
We listed questions on the CERP worksheets.

01:06:04
V-R - Ned Leiba :
Why was vegatative varriers, ranked number 1, allocated only
2.7% of the budget. Why not much more.
01:06:15

V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:

Do we need to ask them again?

01:06:54
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
For number 1, several of us suggested
vegetative barriers *with* physical barriers, as one example, because research shows that is most
effective for the “danger zone” of people living near major sources like the freeway.
01:07:05
V-R - Bianca Mendoza: Im concerned that the physical barriers are not with vegetative
barriers, when it was mentioned that the best results come from both being used together.
01:07:40
Anthony Presto - AD: Question on Facebook from Laura Rosenberger Haider: Do you
have funds for a portable NOx monitor for me and a better VOC monitor to calibrate my Temtop monitor
and a hexavalent chromium reader?
01:08:00
Kim Danko - ILG:
are about to see

The physical barriers are represented in the comments that you

01:08:54
Todd DeYoung - AD:
Taylor: Funding for this program will primarily come from
Community Air Protection (CAP) Year 3, which was authorized by AB 74, has a deadline to be 100%
liquidated (paid out) by June 30, 2025.
01:09:32

GOV - Taylor Williams: That’s helpful, thank you Todd

01:10:46
Todd DeYoung - AD:
Catherine, I simply meant that the longer we wait, the shorter
amount of time we will have to develop these programs, fully implement them and get the funding paid
out prior to the deadlines. It just compresses our timelines.
01:13:06

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

Got it; thanks.

01:14:16
GOV - Ann Rogan:
they posted on the website?

Are these aggregated comments shared somewhere? And/or are

01:14:51

my question too

V-R - Mary Elizabeth:

01:15:47
Ryan Hayashi - AD:
Hello Ann, the chat log and video of the meeting are available at
http://community.valleyair.org/selected-communities/stockton/steering-committee-meetings/
01:16:56
Brian Moore - CARB: Just some general guidelines with barriers designed to disperse
air pollution. The major consistencies in studies indicate that a barrier does a better job if it is:
1.
Tall(er).
2.
Dense(er).
3.
And the barrier is perpendicular to the prevailing wind, between the major source of air pollution
and the neighborhood/school/healthcare facility/etc.
Please email me if you have any questions about studies related to vegetative and solid barriers.
Brian.moore@arb.ca.gov
01:17:27

V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Thank you Brian

01:17:33
V-CSC - Dillon Delvo: For me, I want to protect the families and children that are most
at risk for poor health outcomes because of their adjacency to freeways and exposure to PM 2.5. We
should prioritize the places that have homes and child care centers 1000 ft. away from freeways.
01:17:38
GOV - Ann Rogan:
Brian, incredibly helpful - thank you. We actually have had some
questions on air pollution dispersal that we’ll follow up with you on
01:18:06
V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: can we for example up grade existing sound barriers
with new vegetation.?
01:18:19
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Yes, Ed! Agree with you! We
need to handle this money carefully and respectfully to provide the best outcome for residents. Thank
you Ed.
01:18:24

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Great question Regina

01:19:00

V-CSC - Kenda Templeton:

Thanks Jaime

01:21:24

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

01:21:41
walls!

V-R - Nate Knodt:

Thank you Brian, very helpful info.

Yes I am a big supporter of vegetative barriers, but not sound

01:22:16
Brian Moore - CARB: Regarding planting vegetation behind an existing sound wall:
Lots of things depend on the specific characteristics of the site, but in general, if you plant dense
vegetation behind an existing sound wall, and it extends the height of the combined barrier, it should be
better at dispersing emissions.
01:23:20
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Are the documents with everyone’s comments
available online so we can also look at them? It is difficult to see well on the Zoom.
01:25:45
V-R - Bianca Mendoza: Can we move on to the Port next because that was a high area
of concern from the last meeting.
01:25:53
Heather Heinks - AD: Catherine, yes:
http://community.valleyair.org/media/2112/discussion-document-incentive-cerp-measures.pdf

01:26:11
V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: I have a friend who is a wholesale nursery
owner. I'd be happy to talk to him.
01:26:22
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
website and couldn’t find it.
01:26:33

V-R - Mary Elizabeth:

Thanks Heather! I was looking for it on the

Thank you ed

01:29:39
V-R - Mary Elizabeth: To address another comment I want to mention that our Board is
comprised of appointees from the Stockton City Council and the San Joaquin County Board of
Supervisors. All of the training and requirements are established by those two governing bodies prior to
the appointments.
01:29:48
GOV - Christina Fugazi: Thank you, Jeff, for your email and an update on what the Port is
doing to address the community’s concerns.
01:30:11
GOV - Robyn DeGuzman - SJC Public Health: Perhaps this can segue into measures
related to the Port, since it was a huge area of concern at the last meeting
01:30:47
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
and Washington Street

Boggs Tract residents want speed bumps on Fresno Ave

01:30:54

To stop speeding and trucks

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

01:31:33
V-R - Victoria Moreno: what's the port doing to lower the traffic on Fresno ave. and
Washington st?
01:31:34
port

V-R - Bianca Mendoza: I agree with Robyn, I would like to go over the measures for the

01:31:56

Erica Manuel - ILG:

we'll cover the port measure next

01:32:04
Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: not sure if this information is useful, but CSC members
who also are non profits can apply for funding that could enhance some of these projects: one example
is The EEM Program is an annual program established by legislation in 1989 and amended on
September 26, 2013. It offers grants to local, state and federal governmental agencies and to nonprofit
organizations for projects to mitigate the environmental impacts caused by new or modified public
transportation facilities.
01:32:30
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Jose, I would love some more
information about that. Where can I find it?
01:32:44

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Oh hi Jose

01:32:50

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Glad you're here

01:32:57

V-R - Stacey Panyasee: Thanks Jeff!

01:33:08

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: Thanks Jeff

01:33:10
Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: unfortunately, their urban greening grant solicitation is
closed for the year, but hopefully another round may accur next year: https://resources.ca.gov/grants
01:33:12

V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:

Thanks Jose.

01:33:37

Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: Hi!

01:33:41
V-R - Bianca Mendoza: If we are trying to mitigate the already existing pollution in our
community, why is the port trying to expand without fully understanding the effects on our health?

01:34:24
GOV - Robyn DeGuzman - SJC Public Health:
Port expansion?
01:34:30
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
plan, emissions inventory, etc that can be shared?
01:35:38

GOV - Ann Rogan:

Can we have some more elaboration on

Does the port have an air quality management

What does near zero emission refer to here?

01:37:29
V-R - Bianca Mendoza: Yes Robyn, I also think a detailed explanation of what expansion
of the port includes would be beneficial.
01:37:29
Todd DeYoung - AD:
Ann: zero emission refers to zero tailpipe emissions in vehicles.
electric, hydrogen, etc. Near zero refers to ultra low NOx natural gas technology, hybrid, etc.
Significantly lower than existing diesel standards.
01:37:44

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

++ Robyn’s question

01:39:09
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: We are actually looking to close traffic east of the Port on
Washington to remove truck traffic even further through Boggs. I am also pushing to remove the Harbor
Rd entrance and have traffic come in on Port rd 13 which is 1/4 mile west of Boggs Tract. That way the
only traffic coming through would be going to the Penny Newman terminal which is not a part of the port
of stockton.
01:40:51
V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: There are two trucking companies in Boggs Tract on
Ventura, Speed Bumps can help here,
01:41:19
Anthony Presto - AD: Questions coming in From Facebook: #1 Matthew A. Holmes
Are there any community owned and operated monitoring efforts planned?
01:41:28

V-R - Victoria Moreno: thank you Jeff! is the Port considering the community input?

01:41:42
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
So if expansion is in the works: Does the PoS
have, or have plans to create, a seaport air quality plan, clean air action plan, truck management plan,
etc?
01:41:50
Anthony Presto - AD: #2Matthew A. Holmes
Isn't Diesel replacement funding existing funding? Or are we funding existing programs with AB617
dollars?
01:42:53

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

I'd like for Matthew Holmes questions answered please

01:43:06

V-R - Victoria Moreno: when would this re routing will be effective?

01:47:07
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: Catherine-we are currently performing an emission inventory that
will be completed in Feb. Utilizing that my goal is to put together an Air Quality Action plan next year and
hoping that the Community Outreach Group could assist in that development!
01:50:46
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
There needs to be direct outreach for the neighboring
communities (BOGGS TRACT) for anticipated expansion projects.
01:51:23

V-R - Victoria Moreno: agree w/ you Jonathan

01:52:20

V-R - Victoria Moreno: I will be happy to participate

01:54:13
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: Regina, I agree, I hate seeing trucks drive through the
neighborhood! Speed bumps would help!
01:54:22
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
As a major source of emissions it is incumbent
on the PoS to reach out to the community and have an inclusive process, not wait to hear from them. It’s

good to hear the port is gradually moving in that direction but I was surprised to recently learn that major
agenda items are often only posted 72 hours in advance, and right now the public are not able to
comment at port meetings. These process issues have to be addressed along with reducing emissions
and protecting the community.
01:57:10

GOV - Ann Rogan:

8,000 or $8M?

01:57:30

GOV - Ann Rogan:

:)

01:58:38
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: Jonathan, my hope is that the community outreach group will be
made up of Boggs Tract residents and we can be even more active in discussing projects in development
and get feedback. That is my intention of the group.
02:00:45
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: Catherine, I know the situation is not ideal, but we are taking
comments currently in writing and we are looking for other ways to make the virtual Board meetings more
collaborative.
02:02:16
Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: CARB is working on a RR regulation to support the
expansion of cleaner locomotives. while the CSC doesn't have an interest in spending money on a
locomotive, there still exists an opportunity for the CSC to advocate for cleaner locomotives, without
spending on one. This could have a potential to bear fruit down the line... it could be as simple as letter in
support or against the regulation, using the regulatory comment process.
02:03:21

V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: Thank you Jeff.

02:03:53

CSC - Albert Rivas GOV:

thank you Jeff

02:03:59
GOV - Ann Rogan:
Jose - as it’s shareable, would be interested to understand
what’s in the works around RR regulation
02:05:08
Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: here is a high level description, thanks for the interest.
https://carbej.blogspot.com/2020/10/in-use-locomotive-regulation-concepts.html
02:07:55
Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: please do. I'm happy to connect you with the staff
working on it, and answer any questions I can: jsaldana@arb.ca.gov
02:08:52
Heather Heinks - AD: FB Chat Question from Matt Holmes: Is penny Newman
grandfathered? or exempted like BNSF?
02:09:25
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Thanks Jose! I look forward to learning more
about how we can address emissions from locomotives.
02:11:07
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: Victoria-the Port is definitely interested in hearing from the
community especially Boggs Tract residents. Please volunteer to join our community outreach team.
You can reach me at jwingfield@stocktonport.com.
02:11:21

V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:

I’m not ready to vote on that yet.

02:11:41

V-R - Victoria Moreno: Excellent Jeff! thank you

02:11:50
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
The plan was sent with the CERP measure
worksheets that we were asked to review with very quick turnaround.
02:11:51
comments?

CSC - Cynthia Pinto-Cabrera - Alt:

Didn't we have until the 5th to provide

02:12:10
V-R - Ned Leiba :
We have until tomorrow to comment; I need to understand better
the detection capabilities I did not see PM 01.

02:12:42
GOV - Jeff Wingfield: If I haven’y answered your question could you please repost as
there’s a lot of traffic and I’m not sure if I got to everyone.
02:13:49

V-CSC - Tina Lau:

Great ask, Jonathan thanks

02:15:45
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Not sure we heard you too well
Ned. Would you mind putting the gist in the chat?
02:15:48
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
Oh I was on the impression VAD talked to Stockton
Unified already on the potential air monitors at the schools. Really needs to brought to their attention like
yesterday
02:16:19
GOV - Ann Rogan:
We have not reviewed the air monitoring plan network design in
detail, so will withhold questions until we’ve reviewed further
02:16:58
Jaime Holt - AD:
We have had initial conversations with Stockton Unified, but we
aren't doing any contract negotiations until we get sign off from the CSC.
02:17:33
it?

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

02:17:57

Jaime Holt - AD:

Thanks for the clarification Jaime. Are they in support of

Generally yes, but need more specifics.

02:18:24
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
Elementary that could work for a trailer?

Silvia, is there a potential spot at George Washington

02:18:52

Matt Holmes - P:

Are all monitoring assets/data the possession of the SJ AD?

02:18:52

V-CSC - Silvia Cantu:

Depends on the size

02:19:10

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

02:19:56

V-CSC - Silvia Cantu:

02:20:34

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

02:20:39
Jon Klassen - AD:
and operated by the District

How big is the size team?

No, the size of the trailer
Yes Silvia lol. I'm asking the team (VAD)

Hi Matt, yes all of the air monitoring assets will be possessed

02:21:20
V-R - Ned Leiba :
I would like another day to read thru the entire doc and offer
comments and questions. I did not see detection for PM 01 the smallest particles that seem to be most
important in health; also organic carbon, elemental carbon etc. We need to know the cost of each
monitor. I just did not see it in the report. Also you should not be asking us for a green light when we
have not seen all the comments and responses. That is poor policy. Wait for the comments, give us the
responses, and then make an agenda item.
02:21:28

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

I miss Jessica

02:21:33
Matt Holmes - P:
So there are no Community monitoring efforts in your community
monitoring Plan? How does that pass statue?
02:21:47

Matt Holmes - P:

statute*

02:22:00

Jon Klassen - AD:

Hi Silva, the size of the trailer is no larger than 10 ft x 20 ft

02:22:48

Matt Holmes - P:

very cool trailers. Geeking on those

02:23:05

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Thank you guys for that video!!

02:23:32
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Don't we have another meeting
in two weeks?>
02:23:37
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
everyone’s comments were before voting.
02:23:40

V-CSC - Silvia Cantu:

Agree with Ned that I would like to see what

I should be fine. It also depends on the District

02:23:58
Jon Klassen - AD:
Hi Ned, the Stockton community air monitoring plan document
has some discussion about PM2.5 speciation work that will be done, which will include an assessment of
organic carbon, EC, etc.
02:24:40
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
would it be better to place on the grass?

Silvia, would it hurt if it was in the small parking lot? Or

02:24:58
V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: I am fine with it, as long as things can be moved,
and we will be informed where, and why it was moved.
02:25:41
V-R - Ned Leiba :
Willie - the monitoring should be linked to health studies. I don't
see much focus on real life health outcomes.
02:26:04
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
community air monitoring plan
02:26:04

I'd like to bring some community science to this

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: great question Willie

02:26:11
GOV - Jeff Wingfield:
locations for the stations?

I’m sorry I was trying to respond to questions. Are we looking for

02:26:12

Matt Holmes - P:

Upvote Ned.

02:26:22
science

V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Yes Jonathan...community

02:26:35
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
residents share the work :)

Allow the community to learn, train them and you'll see

02:27:45
Matt Holmes - P:
We can do what Jonathan want for a fraction of the expenditures
that we've seen here …. It's happening in other CA Communities.
02:28:11
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: What is the less expensive way
to do this that will give us the same type of results?
02:28:31

Matt Holmes - P:

Community Owned Noehmi

02:28:38
V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:
There needs to be community buy in in this community
air monitoring plan. Not just have the decision on the locations. More on the ownership
02:28:53
data?

V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: Is AB 617 community owned

02:29:05

Matt Holmes - P:

Sure should be.

02:29:57
Brian Moore - CARB: All air monitoring data collected through AB 617 will be
accessible on district websites, and CARB's website.
02:30:10
V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: It is being broadcast now, is that enough? I am
not sure what type of community involvement.

02:30:45
Jon Klassen - AD:
On the questions of data access, the data that is collected from
the community air monitoring network in Stockton will be available for public access
02:33:07
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Training and engagement of the community in
air monitoring would be great. There are so many learning opportunities.
02:33:11
Brian Moore - CARB:
https://aqview.arb.ca.gov/data.html
02:33:26

Here is CARB's preliminary Air Monitoring data download tool.

V-R - Stacey Panyasee: Absolutely, please make it explicit on the agenda for any voting.

02:34:22
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
++ Noehmi and Stacey on explicit notice on
voting and documents with all of the comments in advance.
02:34:28

GOV - Ann Rogan:

Trish - can you drop that quick descriptor into the chat?

02:34:37
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: What is the cost difference in
collecting the information through community-owned initiatives vs. through this current AB 617 process?
Where could the cost savings be reallocated?
02:35:41
GOV - Trish Johnson: Central California Asthma Collaborative: Community Air Grant
This project will serve the San Joaquin Valley (SJV) area (8 counties). The project includes the continued
operation, data collection, and real-time display of calibrated data from low-cost particulate matter air
monitors installed in communities across the SJV. This project will also expand the capacity of the SJV
Community Air Monitoring Network and the associated outreach in SJV communities.
02:36:26
Matt Holmes - Study Area Resident:
Has the CCAC CAG been referenced or
integrated into this planning process? Sounds promising.
02:36:28
GOV - Ann Rogan:
county for that?

Terrific, thanks - and is there a point person in San Joaquin

02:37:54

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

That have not been integrated

02:38:06

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

they have not been integrated into the planning process

02:39:20
V-R - Ned Leiba :
Central California Asthma Collaborative CCAC: Community Air
Grant - As Ryan knows, many of us wanted this Asthma organization to make a presention to our AB 617
group about health studies, monitoring etc. Perhaps CCAC can be involved but apparently not with direct
Stockton AB 617 funds?
02:40:37

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Is it still subject to be edited even after voting?

02:40:57
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Would like to see everyone’s comments on
CERP measures and monitoring plan well in advance to make an informed decision.
02:41:04
GOV - Ann Rogan:
Now that the CERP strategy feedback is presented in the
aggregate, how are we going to prioritize any items that warrant further discussion if needed?
02:41:27
V-R - Ned Leiba :
Who will be setting the agenda? Can you let us know so we can
have some lines of communication before the next meeting with those who will be setting the agenda.
Thanks.
02:42:46
Matt Holmes - Study Area Resident:
Excited to learn more. Have another
commission meeting. Gotta Bounce! Happy to discuss further with anyone matt.holmes52@gmail.com

02:43:23
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Not longer meetings. More meetings maybe but
we are also heading into the holiday season, and it has been a very chaotic and stressful year overall for
everyone with the pandemic, wildfires, etc. etc.
02:43:45

V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: I am for more meetings not longer too!

02:44:12
GOV - Robyn DeGuzman - SJC Public Health:
wondering if continuing into early next year is an option
02:44:16

Agree Catherine...with the holidays,

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: more is better

02:44:43
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: I am OK with moving into
January to complete the CERP
02:47:29

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Saturday meeting? LOL

02:47:35

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

kidding

02:47:53
is.

V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:

02:48:03
me.

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

4-5 meetings over 6 weeks is not realistic for

02:48:19
unfortunately.

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

Thumbs down is not a Zoom reaction

02:49:19

V-R - Ned Leiba :

02:49:29

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

02:49:44
list

Kim Danko - ILG:

02:49:46

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: thumbs up

02:50:34

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

02:50:46

Kim Danko - ILG:

We should consider an extension. I don’t know how realistic this

Cannot attend Nov 18 - best to have poll for dates.
They need to add thumbs down as a zoom reaction

they do! look at my thumbs down next to my name in participant

Haha, found it! 👎👎 Thanks Kim.

:)

02:51:30
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
We haven’t even gotten to talk about the
enforcement piece either, besides air monitoring and incentives.
02:51:55
Gloria she/her: Hello everyone! Sorry I am joining late I was at work. I am concerned, I
heard we were voting today and I did not get any updates regarding that://
02:52:29
V-CSC - Noehmi Jauregui - St. George School Principal: I would like to ask that all of
those documents be physically mailed and emailed to all committee members. With that much
information, it would be helpful to not have to split our screen and participate in the Zoom meeting at the
same time.
02:52:42
Jaime Holt - AD:
Gloria, no voting happened today and we will be much clearer
about communicating when and how to vote.
02:53:24

Gloria she/her: Yes!

02:53:33
V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:
Agree w/Noehmi: Emailed copies whenever they
are ready for review, as far in advance as possible, would be appreciated.

02:53:36

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: I would like hard copies

02:53:43

V-R - Douglas Vigil:

02:53:43

V-R - Lenard Seawood: 1 hard copy

yes

02:53:53
V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: I would like hard copies, as I would like to refer
to each. Thank you!
02:54:23

V-R - Ned Leiba :

I do not need hard copies.

02:54:25

V-CSC - Tina Lau:

I do not need hard copies

02:54:26

GOV - Robyn DeGuzman - SJC Public Health:

02:54:37
copies.

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

02:54:43

V-R - Mary Elizabeth:

02:54:45

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

02:54:47

GOV - Trish Johnson:

02:55:12

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

02:55:16

GOV - Jeff Wingfield:

I do not need a hard copy. Thank you

I appreciate the offer and do not need hard

I do not need a hard copy
I do want emailed copies though. :)

CCAC, Kevin Hamilton: kevin.hamilton@centralcalasthma.org
I do not need a hard copy

I do not need a hard copy, thank you!

02:55:30
V-R - Deby Provost - Reclamation 828: Bye everyone! Have a nice couple of weeks!
See you then or before!
02:55:31

V-R - Victoria Moreno: NO hard copy for me please

02:55:43

Kim Danko - ILG:

02:56:11

V-R - Florence Quilantang:

E-mail for me; no hard copy.

02:56:52

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

Thank you for everyone for staying on the call

02:56:56

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: ok

02:57:16

GOV - Trish Johnson:

CCAC air monitor visualization: https://www.sjvair.com/

02:58:04

V-R - Douglas Vigil:

Good night everyone!!!

02:58:16

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

02:58:48

V-CSC - Dillon Delvo:

02:59:12

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

02:59:49

Christal Lazard - CARB: Thanks everyone for all your thoughtful input!

02:59:58

V-R - Stacey Panyasee: Thanks everyone!

03:00:17

V-R - Regina Reynolds Griffin: Thanks everyone ! Goodnight.

03:00:25

Kim Danko - ILG:

03:00:51

V-CSC - Jonathan Pruitt:

goodnight, Deby!

I have previously volunteered.

I think Catherine is saying that she’d like to co-host.
Yes, thank you.

good night, Regina!
Goodnight everyone!

03:00:57

V-CSC - Catherine Garoupa White:

THanks everyone!

03:00:59

Jose Saldana - CARB EJ Unit: buenas noches todos

